
Ramadan is a month of discipline, self-restraint, and spiritual reflection. While fasting from dawn to sunset may
seem daunting, Muslims worldwide embrace this sacred month with open hearts and minds. However, in today's
fast-paced world, many find it challenging to prepare Sehri or Iftar meals amidst their daily routines. This is where
online food home delivery services come in handy. One can order delicious and nutritious meals delivered to their
doorstep with just a few clicks. Such services save time and provide convenience for those who may have busy
schedules or live far from local markets. Whether a traditional dish or an innovative fusion cuisine, online food home
delivery services cater to every taste bud, making Iftar a social occasion to look forward to.

What are the favorite foods that can be ordered online through home
delivery during Iftar?
Biryani
Biryani is a traditional and famous rice dish that typically includes a blend of fragrant spices, long-grain basmati
rice, and meat like mutton, chicken, or beef. People greatly appreciate this dish's taste and aroma and usually serve
it at celebratory events and festivals. Thanks to the emergence of home food delivery services in Mumbai, ordering
biryani online has become hassle-free and convenient. Several online food platforms, catering services offer biryani
delivery online, offering customers numerous choices and flavors. During Ramadan, Biryani is a staple food item
during Iftar in India, and it is a preferred meal for many Muslims who observe fasting during the day. Biryani is a
perfect food item for breaking the fast as it is filling and satisfying, and the combination of spices and meat proves
to be a burst of flavors that pleases the taste buds.

Kebabs
The advent of home delivery services in Mumbai have significantly changed how we relish our preferred dishes,
including kebabs. This Middle Eastern delicacy has gained immense popularity in India over the years, with people
enjoying chicken, mutton, and beef kebabs at home. Made by marinating meat in a blend of flavourful spices and
grilling it to perfection, kebabs are a great accompaniment to any meal. During Ramadan, they are a crucial part of
the Iftar spread, served alongside other traditional favorites such as samosas and biryani. Seekh kebabs, prepared
by shaping minced meat onto skewers, are particularly popular and are often filled with refreshing onion salad and
tangy lemon wedges. So why indulge in some delectable kebabs today with just a few clicks of a button?

Haleem
Haleem is a popular dish in India during Ramadan, which is a slow-cooked stew made from wheat, lentils, and meat,
typically beef or mutton. The dish is slow cooked with aromatic spices for hours until it becomes soft and creamy.
Some variations of haleem also incorporate chickpeas and barley. During Ramadan, this dish is commonly prepared
in large amounts and shared with family and friends during Iftar parties. People commonly use fried onions,
coriander leaves, and lemon wedges as garnishes for the hot dish. Haleem is a comforting food widely available from
online delivery platforms in Mumbai.

Shorba
Middle Eastern cuisine features a highly nutritious and flavourful soup called shorba, made from a blend of lentils,
vegetables, and spices. Renowned for its delectable taste and health benefits, shorba is a popular appetizer during
Ramadan. In addition to its high protein and fiber content, shorba also contains essential nutrients crucial for the
body's well-being. The soup's primary ingredients, lentils and vegetables, regulate blood sugar levels and provide
essential vitamins and minerals. Common vegetables used in shorba are onions, carrots, and tomatoes. Shorba is
typically garnished with fresh herbs and served with bread or crackers. Those in Mumbai can order shorba for home
delivery through food delivery services, a popular choice for Iftar during Ramadan.

Sheer Khurma
Sheer Khurma is a delectable dessert typically enjoyed during special occasions and festivals, particularly during
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Ramadan. The term "Sheer Khurma" has Persian roots, with "Sheer" meaning milk and "Khurma" meaning dates. It
is a well-liked dessert in South Asia, including India and Pakistan. The dessert is created by cooking vermicelli (thin
wheat flour noodles), milk, and sugar until the vermicelli is tender and the milk becomes thick. Some variations of
Sheer Khurma include cardamom, saffron, and rose water, which provide an exotic and aromatic flavour. Sheer
Khurma is a favoured dessert during Ramadan which is ordered mostly through online home delivery after the
evening prayers to break the fast.

Falafel
If you're a fan of Middle Eastern cuisine, then you've probably indulged in the deliciousness of falafel. The chefs
make these crunchy balls by mixing ground chickpeas or fava beans with a blend of spices and herbs that give it its
signature flavour. Middle Eastern restaurants worldwide include falafel, which is often considered street food. But
what if you're craving falafel and don't feel like leaving the house? Fear not, because many online platforms in
Mumbai now offer home delivery services for their most popular dishes, including falafel!

Chicken Tikka
Home delivery of nutritious meals during Ramadan can be a lifesaver for many fasting Muslims. Chicken Tikka is
one such dish high in protein, which is essential for repairing and building muscle tissue. With online delivery
options available in Mumbai, Muslims can ensure they have access to nutritious meals without stepping out of their
homes. This saves time and ensures they get the required nutrition without compromising on taste or quality. So,
this Ramadan, order some delicious Chicken Tikka for home delivery and stay healthy while observing your fast.

Summary

In Mumbai, there are many online home delivery options, but Swiggy stands out for several reasons. Firstly, the
platform has a vast selection of restaurants, providing customers access to various cuisines and options. Secondly,
the ordering process is smooth and efficient, with a user-friendly website and app. Thirdly, the delivery services are
reliable and punctual, ensuring that food arrives hot and fresh. Overall, after Iftar, Swiggy is a dependable and
convenient choice for online food delivery in Mumbai, which is why it's a popular option for many Muslims.
Read more: Sort Your Dinner Time with The Home Food Delivery Choices
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